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Abstract:

Rubrics have been used for years by educators to evaluate and to provide feedback on student performance. Rubrics are ideal for this purpose; however, they must be constructed and used properly in order to gain the benefits. This literature review explores the pros and cons of rubric use, how to construct a rubric properly, teacher’s attitudes toward rubrics and lists some online resources. Key words: rubric, evaluate, assessment, grading.

A rubric as understood today within the educational realm is a tool that is used as an assessment and scoring device to judge the quality of student work. The term “rubric” itself has an interesting progression. Popham (1997) writes, “The original meaning of rubric had little to do with the scoring of students’ work. The Oxford English Dictionary tells us that in the mid-15th century, rubric referred to headings of different sections of a book. This stemmed from the work of Christian monks who painstakingly reproduced sacred literature, invariably initiating each major section of a copied book with a large red letter. Because the Latin word for red is ruber, rubric came to signify the headings for major divisions of a book.” Cooper & Gargan (2009) add, “the Catholic Church has long employed the term for the directions for conducting the Mass, which are printed in red and inserted into liturgical books” and “in law, a rubric is a heading or title of a statute or section of a legal code (again, originally printed in red ink).” This reference to red may have carried over into current usage as teachers commonly grade or correct student papers using red ink so that the markings are readily distinguishable from the original student work that is usually expected to be written in blue or black ink.

The use of rubrics in the classroom became popular in the 1970’s and has gained momentum ever since and for good reason. When constructed and used properly, rubrics are highly effective tools not only to assess and evaluate student performance but also to provide constructive and informative feedback. Specifically, Moskal (2000) states, “First, they [rubrics] support the examination of the extent to which the specified criteria has been reached. Second, they [rubrics] provide feedback to students concerning how to improve their future performances.” Andrade (2000) and Cooper & Gargan (2009) provide reasons why instructors should want to use rubrics:

1. Easy to use and explain.
2. Makes teachers’ expectations very clear to students, parents, teachers, educators and others.
3. Helps teachers think carefully and critically about what they are teaching and what students need to learn.
4. Provides students with more informative feedback about their strengths and areas in need of improvement than other forms of assessment; provides opportunity for reflection.
5. Supports continued learning, the development of skills and understanding and good thinking.
Making a high-quality, useful rubric takes thought, time and effort. All rubrics have two things in common: a list of evaluation criteria or expectations for the assignment and descriptions of degrees of quality associated with each criterion that identifies if the work has met the requirements to be considered “excellent”, “above average”, “average” or “below average”. A general rule of thumb is to use four to five levels of quality; three levels or less does not provide enough differentiation while six or more may be too detailed and difficult to distinguish the gradation. If applicable, weights or a weighting scheme can also be applied to the criteria if one or more of the criteria are thought to be more important than the others. The type of scoring strategy used can be either holistic or analytic (or a combination of the two). Popham (1997) states, “Using a holistic strategy, the scorer takes all of the evaluative criteria into consideration but aggregates them to make a single, overall quality judgment. An analytic strategy requires the scorer to render criterion-by-criterion scores that may or may not ultimately be aggregated into an overall score.” A rubric can be constructed solely by an instructor to grade a single event (performance rubric) or it can be constructed with input from the students, also known as “negotiable contracting” [Boston, 2002]. When a rubric is negotiated with students and used throughout a course for interim feedback then for a final evaluation of some course product, it is often referred to as an instructional rubric. [Andrade, 2000]

The steps for constructing a rubric are outlined in many sources and consist of:
1. Look at examples of good and poor work on a course deliverable (or similar project).
2. List criteria.
3. Revise criteria, if needed.
4. Articulate levels of quality for the criteria.
5. Draft the rubric.
6. Revise the draft.

There are several teacher resource websites that assist in the development of rubrics. Some are free; some are not. Many have free trials. Here are several (all accessed on 22 April 2011):
- [http://rubistar.4teachers.org/](http://rubistar.4teachers.org/) “RubiStar is a free tool to help teachers create quality rubrics. Copyright. © 2000-2008, ALTEC at University of Kansas”
- [http://www.rcampus.com/indexrubric.cfm](http://www.rcampus.com/indexrubric.cfm) “Individual educators and students can use iRubric and hundreds of other free RCampus features at no charge. All we ask is to tell others, especially your school, about our easy-to-use and powerful tools.” Copyright © 2011 Reazon Systems, Inc.
- [http://www.rubricbuilder.on.ca/](http://www.rubricbuilder.on.ca/) “Rubric Builder is a simple, powerful tool which helps teachers create meaningful, high quality assessments. With thousands of searchable criteria to choose from, it is so fast and simple that you will be creating rubrics in
There are many benefits to using rubrics for evaluation; they include inter-rater reliability (same or similar ratings when used by different people) [Boston, 2002], consistency (same or similar ratings when used by the same person) [Greville, 2009], validity (when aligned with reasonable and respectable standards within the curriculum being taught) [Andrade, 2005] and equity (must be checked to ensure that ratings are not slanted toward gender, race, ethnicity or socioeconomic status) [Andrade, 2005]. In Andrade (2005), one teacher commented that “Rubrics keep me honest.”

While rubrics have several benefits as described, if constructed incorrectly, they may also have some drawbacks. In the article “What’s Wrong—and What’s Right—with Rubrics”, Popham (1997) outlines the following flaws: task specific evaluative criteria (“need evaluative criteria that capture the essential ingredients of the skill being measured, not the particular display of the skill applied to a specific task”); excessively general evaluative criteria; dysfunctional detail (be succinct in capturing the key evaluative criteria and qualities); and equating the test of the skill with the skill itself (“Test-focused instruction, especially if it mimics the test in every detail, will often stifle the student’s general mastery of the skill. Students may, indeed, learn how to do well on a given performance test, but if asked to tackle a different performance test—a test derived from the same skill—they may stumble.”).

Other drawbacks include “restricting students’ problem solving, decision-making and creativity” [Chapman, 2009]. It is thought that many students will adhere to the strict guidelines of a rubric and will choose not to venture too far from outlined expectations for fear of losing points, therefore stifling individual creativity. Chapman notes, “. . . we found little flexibility and even less encouragement of individual initiative: almost every rubric, along with samples of student work, pointed to a bland sameness.” [Chapman, 2009] In addition, to be effective, students must first be introduced to a particular rubric (or assist in its construction), understand how to use it, understand the criteria and the differences between the quality levels, and understand how the final score is obtained and its meaning.

Additionally, teachers who use or are expected to use rubrics in the classroom for assessment and grading purposes need to understand the rubrics power and become comfortable using rubrics; this comfort translates into a positive attitude when working with and using rubrics and a much more comprehensive use of the instrument. Kutlu observes, “. . . the teachers with positive attitudes used the information they obtained from the rubrics for giving feedback about the students’ products and observing to what extent the[y] students used their knowledge and skills in real life situations, the teachers with negative attitudes primarily used them for grading the students.” [Kutlu, 2010]
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This guide for teachers is a comprehensive look at rubrics, what they are, how to use them as a teaching tool, their validity and reliability, and includes a step-by-step procedure on how to design and develop rubrics. It also includes a chapter on “Creating Rubrics Through Negotiable Contracting” written by Andi Stix (see Stix 1996).


These authors researched the use of scoring rubrics in the United States and the United Kingdom in order to develop scoring rubrics that could be used consistently in assessing writing samples for the New Zealand Ministry of Education’s national assessment program. It concludes that
training and monitoring of the raters is necessary to increase consistency and reliability of the rubrics.


This article discusses the fact rubrics have the potential to improve instruction and to promote learning, and the common misconception that they will also increase reliability and validity. While this can be the case when rubrics are used correctly, the authors caution that in order to increase reliability and validity, the rubric should be analytic, topic specific and be coupled with examples and/or training in its proper use.


Using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) techniques, the authors studied teacher attitudes towards the use of rubrics based on the following variables: number of students in the classroom, level of individual information on rubrics (structure, features, preparation, implementation and scoring), and the purposes of using the results. It was concluded that if there were less students in the classroom, if the teacher had a sufficient level of information on the rubrics and used the rubrics to provide feedback to students and to assist in the development of advanced thinking skills, this translated into a positive attitude towards using rubrics; on the other hand, if the teachers did not feel that they had sufficient information or knowledge of rubrics and who only used the rubrics for grading purposes, this translated into a negative attitude toward using rubrics.


This article tests a theory from another author (Kachergis, 2004) that increased use of rubrics in the classroom translates into improved academic performance on standardized tests [specifically, the science portion of the Connecticut Academic Performance Test (CAPT)]. The author did report a correlation between schools having “the highest levels of strategy and rubric use” and “high CAPT gains and increasing CAPT scores over time”.


This paper’s author participated in a 2008 community of practice scholarship program through the National Centre for Vocational Education Research. Her research entailed completing a literature review on rubrics, mentoring teachers in the development and use of rubrics, then interviewing them about their thoughts on rubrics. Her conclusion was that the teachers thought that rubrics were a useful tool for assessment but also for relaying their expectations to students.

This is an interesting article that highlights that although educators have adopted the grading rubric in an attempt to have a more reliable and less biased grading mechanism, this is often not the case if a rubric is used to grade a written product unless the raters are training on how to design and employ a rubric effectively.

Stix, A. (1996). *Creating Rubrics through Negotiable Contracting*. Retrieved from EBSCOhost. This paper addresses the popular practice of allowing students to be participants in the rubric development process known as “negotiable contracting” to create student buy-in. It is based on the idea that if students feel that they are a valued stakeholder in the assessment process, they will be more likely to want to meet the expectations laid out in the rubric. It discusses how this can be accomplished, and it also provides several examples of rubrics and assessment sheets.
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